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KEY FEATURES 

 Sensors available for LEL, O2, CO, H2S, & more

 Detects colorless and odorless fuel

 Explosion proof (Class 1 Division 1) sensors

 120 V generator power, battery, and/or solar

No wires or cables needed 

Comes with standard battery backup 

 Visual and audible alarms

 Active notifications via email

 Custom data reporting formats

 Easy and quick installation at any location

 All-inclusive price structure includes:

Calibration 

Installation 

Data archiving and delivery 

Relocation of equipment, 

Call-out services 

 State of the art infrared sensor technology

 Reports generated during real-time events

 Digital video capability for recording or
real-time streaming

 Options for permanent units available

EarthRes offers a rentable, mobile remote monitoring solution for all aspects of the shale industry.  Our 

self‐contained, customizable units provide wireless continuous monitoring and data logging for multiple 

remote sensors and are supported by our experienced field and technical team right here in the local area.  

BENEFITS 

 Portable, advanced warning system for gas levels

 Identifies problematic areas and processes on site

 Aids in explosion prevention

 Ensures safety of workers and nearby residents

 Customizable equipment to meet your needs

 We are not only equipment providers; our

engineers work with you to find solutions on site

 Independent 3rd party / unbiased view of your site

with high quality service and attention to detail



OilandGas@earthres.com

EarthRes offers innovative mobile and rentable gas monitoring units for the Utica and Marcellus regions 
which are typically used as part of a safe drilling, completions, and production strategy.  The system uses 
wireless, intrinsically safe sensing technology (Class 1, Div 1). The units continuously log data, sound alarms 
when needed, and produce an ongoing data stream that can be transmitted to you directly by email.  We 
transport, calibrate, maintain, and upgrade the equipment for you on site.  There are typically four  
wireless, explosion proof LEL sensors on site.  The sensors continuously record LEL levels and distribute email 
notifications during real time events. 

Our wireless monitoring units provide instantaneous visible, audible, and email alarms as %LEL levels  
increase at specific locations on site.  The logic behind using continuous monitoring equipment is that by  
proactively measuring LEL levels at strategic locations during drilling, completion, production, or other phases, 
the risk of fire or explosion is reduced by warning site personnel of a pending situation.  We set the equipment 
alarm limits at a relatively low LEL level (10% to 20%) and position the LEL sensors precisely to identify high 
risk situations before the LEL level gets to 100%.  This allows site management to take action to avoid the 
100% LEL state thus lowering the risk of fire or explosion.  Our continuous logging and reporting service  
provides back-up documentation showing that monitoring occurred and at what level LEL was detected.  Our 
experienced engineers and field staff review and analyze the data to identify solutions.  Our technology and 
people provide a combined solution to help you better manage risk and support continuous improvement. 

Our methodology is effective and on‐site staff such as foremen, consultants, and hands appreciate our  
solution because they have learned how to avoid high LEL situations using the local and remote alarm  
features.  We will gladly provide references from multiple levels within the organizations we proudly serve- 
from site consultant to regional manager.    

On site demonstrations:   
We can simulate an LEL event to trigger an alarm by using calibration gas so you can see the alerts and 
alarms occur.  We operate primarily in WV, OH, and PA.  

Contact us today so we can help better manage your risk. 
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